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RED LION CHAMBERS 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 

 
MINUTES OF MEETING 

09/09/2020 
In attendance (all by via video-conference)

 Antony Shaw QC (‘ASQC’) 

 Gilly Jones QC (‘GJQC’) 

 Tom Forster QC (‘TFQC’)  

 Michael Goodwin QC (‘MGQC’)  

 Michelle Nelson QC (‘MNQC’) 

 Adam Wiseman QC 

 Jenni Dempster QC 

 Shane Collery QC 

 Valerie Charbit (‘VC’)  

 David Claxton (DC) 

 Faye Rolfe (‘FR’)  

 Mark Bennett (‘MB’)  

 

Apologies 

 Riel Karmy-Jones QC 

 Chris Paxton QC 

 Dan Taylor  

 Kate Bex QC (‘KBQC’)  

 Jane Bewsey QC (‘JBQC’) 

 Tom Payne 

 Dan Robinson

Agenda item/ 
Committee 

Presenter  Discussion  Decisions Actions 

Minutes from last 

meeting 

GJQC  Minutes approved 

 Actions completed since last GMC: BLM statement, 

recruitment review, chambers strategy. 
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Agenda item/ 
Committee 

Presenter  Discussion  Decisions Actions 

HOCs update GJQC  Many thanks to departing GMC reps Gen Reid, Leila 

Chaker and Jane Oldfield. Welcome to new! 

 Chambers is now open and ‘Covid-secure’. Most 

members likely to cont. WFH. BSB are doing a full 

audit of chambers by Dec (TBC). Members will be 

contacted in due course. MGQC proposes admin 

support. 

 CC trials increasing: predict 70-80% normal capacity 

by Xmas. Still no multi-handers, and sols are 

retaining much CVP work. A 2nd wave shouldn’t 

result in a full court shutdown next time.  

 Finances are robust, but we must remain prudent. 

The building is our significant overhead, lease ends 

March 2022. WPAR reviewing space required, 

location, (NB. proximity to new fraud courts). The 

market shows building rents decreasing and rent 

holidays being offered.   

 IT, GDPR cont. to be developed. 

 Marketing must remain our focus especially on non-

publicly funded work. 

 Chambers cohesion remains crucial, as does 

diversity, outreach and recruitment. 

 

 

 A review of what is 

needed for the audit 

will be undertaken 

by HoC. 
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Agenda item/ 
Committee 

Presenter  Discussion  Decisions Actions 

 106 members at present.  

 HoC Strategy: Finance - keep rent as present with 

hope to decrease in 2022, tight control on 

expenditure for next 6m. In medium-term, build a 

contingency fund of 6-12m of chambers outgoings 

so we retain our reserves. 

 Working patterns: how to support WFH, IT, 

wellbeing and cohesion. 

 Recruitment to redress structural imbalances but 

otherwise retain status quo. 

 Premises we are instructing agents to advise re 

what is on market, review use of current space or 

repurposing building. When we acquired in 1996 we 

only had 40 members, numbers now more than 

doubled and our needs have changed. WPAR will 

submit full report on options.  

 Goals are to improve website, continue webinars, 

outreach, improve directory entries, monitor covid 

developments so we are flexible to take on new 

opportunities and challenges.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 WPAR will submit 

full report on options 

Q1 2021. 

Chelmsford GJQC  CPQC’s report presented, no queries raised   
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Agenda item/ 
Committee 

Presenter  Discussion  Decisions Actions 

Tenancy 

Committee 

AWQC  Report presented 

 Slow period following decision to defer interviews 

during Covid-19, no new recruitment. We have had 

enquiries, likely to be formalised. Many other sets 

folding/ in financial difficulties. More applications to 

us therefore anticipated. Should this inform our 

decision re the lease in March 2022 or vice versa? 4 
key points: 1. There is no moratorium on 

recruitment despite these uncertain times. 2. We 

recruit on basis of excellence, which encompasses 

business and other considerations. 3. Should we be 

diversifying away from publicly-funded work? 

Currently ‘crime+’ candidates are preferred. Do we 

want to attract others e.g. those with 

civil/commercial fraud/ private-only practices?"     4. 

Group applications:  we are unlikely to be interested 

where this is a tantamount to a merger. Recruitment 

criteria is an issue which may have to be 

reconsidered by Chambers in the light of future 

developments.  Meanwhile current criteria and 

processes remain in place. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Any proposals re a 

change of strategy 

around recruitment 

will come back to 

GMC, with individual 

MoCs’ views 

reflected in 

submissions by their 

representative on 

the GMC. 
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Agenda item/ 
Committee 

Presenter  Discussion  Decisions Actions 

Administration 

and Staff 

GJQC   JBQC’s Report presented. Thank you to the clerking 

and fees team, Crystal, Mark and Nick for all their 

hard work over this difficult time. 

  

Finance TFQC   Treasurer’s Report presented 

 The money rebated from each member has been 

moved to a savings account to protect our reserves. 

It is predicted that in Q3-4 there will be a tapering off 

of income which will pick up in 2021. Areas for 

savings continue to be reviewed.  

 

 

 

BDMC TFQC  Report presented 

 The aim is to actually do things rather than be a 

talking shop. We have actually picked up work from 

our BD efforts.  

 Webinars continuing, having taken over from RLC 

lectures, where we see a 3-fold increase in 

attendance.  

 The contributions of individual practice groups are 

essential to the BD effort. BDMC is open to anyone 

interested in joining not just those presently invited. 

 Special thanks to Crystal, Mary, Joe and Mark for 

their great efforts with BD. Seconded by HOC 

 Website is a big project that is being progressed. 
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Agenda item/ 
Committee 

Presenter  Discussion  Decisions Actions 

Website  GJQC  Update from KBQC by email: slow but steady 

progress with 1st ed. Homicide newsletter ready by 

end of September. 

 GJQC details 3-part improvement plan: 

 Reforming look and usability, 

 General content improvement, 

 Individual content. 

 Strategy to be timetabled.  

 

 

 

ETC MGQC  Report presented 

 Main issue is whether to recruit in the next round 

(Sept 2022-April 2023) and whether this is a 

decision for ETC or GMC? Must decide before 

November. BSB considering relaxing the process. 

We presently have pupils going up to April 2023; if 

we don’t recruit we would only lack pupils between 

April-Sept 2023, and it would return us to the normal 

timetable. ASQC: Our default is that we take on 

pupils and we would need to hear good reasons to 

do otherwise.  

 TFQC: Mini-pupillage charity ‘Bridging the Bar’ 

promotes the Bar to those from non-traditional 

backgrounds & has been signed up to by a number 

 ETC will circulate 

arguments for and 

against taking on 

pupils in this 

window, along with a 

timeline so that 

crossovers etc are 

made more readily 

comprehensible. 

GMC to reconvene 

in a standalone 

meeting to make 

decision.  

 MGQC’s committee to 

prepare and circulate  
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Agenda item/ 
Committee 

Presenter  Discussion  Decisions Actions 

of chambers. MGQC: ETC & EDC are joining and 

incorporating into our mini-pupillage process.  

Building Working 

Party  

GJQC  Lots of work going on, looking at all aspects. Report 

back in Q1 2021.  

 

 

 

GDPR  SCQC 

 
 Report presented – an understandably quiet quarter 

with emails the main offender.  

 Thank you to Andrew Herd for his work on the 

materials and test which avoided the need for £40k 

spend with Briefed. Many still need to take test.  

  Chase MoC to complete 

test 

Equality and 

Diversity 

MNQC  2 new members of committee. Bridging the Bar is 

known to the committee and being discussed. 

Diversity data is going out soon, & some 

amendments to policies. A meeting is upcoming re 

recruitment. Diversity achievements of ETC in 

getting more non-traditional candidates through to 

2nd round noted as very positive. We need to get 

back to our mentoring programme with ELBA. There 

has been an engagement problem experienced by 

many. 

 

.  
 Mentors to feedback to 

crystal on success of 

their particular 

relationships so that 

she can liaise with 

ELBA 

Black Lives 

Matter 

MNQC  Lots of work done on this topic 

 Shift-25 being worked on with ELBA.  
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Agenda item/ 
Committee 

Presenter  Discussion  Decisions Actions 

Wellbeing VC  Report presented 

 Wellbeing survey noted and thank you, some ideas to 

take forward.  

 New ideas always welcome. 

  All to encourage MoC to 

join tea for an informal 

chat 

AOB GJHC   AGM will be by Zoom, with a format like the webinars, 

with each member to expand on their reports verbally. 

No big-ticket voting items anticipated. Aim for an 

hour-long meeting, but likely to be longer. VC: Factor 

in a break at to allow people to come back with ideas/ 

a drink. 

 A break will be 

included at the end 

of business with an 

invitation to rejoin for 

a social. 

 Reports are to give an 

update of your 

committee’s activities 

since April 2019. 

 Due by Friday 18 

September. 

 

  

 
 


